






ABOUT

Brian has just finished college. His dad wants him to join the family architecture 
firm. BORING. So he moves to NYC and picks up a job at Mega Copy. Something to get 
him by while he figures out what he really wants in life. Maybe takes some improv 
classes. He’s really not sure.

On his first day at Mega Copy, the store is attacked by ninjas. Even more surprising, 
his coworkers come to his defense with their own display of ninja skills.

Brian discovers that Mega Copy (a subsidiary of the Mega Ship Corporation) is a front 
for a clan of ninjas waging a centuries old secret war against a rival clan (who 
happen to run the Red Star Shipping Company).

With that unexpected assault, Brian has witnessed something he should have never seen 
and is abruptly promoted from Mega Copy employee to ninja clan trainee. But it’s not 
what you think... It’s a big company. They need architects too. Ugh, really? If 
Brian’s going to be there, he’s wants a shot at the ninja team.

The series centers around Brian and his warrior, copy making co-workers. Episodes are 
action packed but it’s definitely not a children’s cartoon. A great fit for a TV-MA 
audience. Perhaps Adult Swim, FXX, or maybe Netflix.

LOGLINE

On his first day at Mega Copy, Brian stumbles into a secret war between rival 
ninja clans.













- The Mega Copy team plan a company picnic and Philip sees it as the perfect place to 
spring his revenge. But, he doesn’t have Antoinette’s approval.

- Jennie Lee and Lars break into a Red Star shipping truck but get trapped. The gang 
comes to the rescue on a chase through Manhattan. And on this mission, Myrtle’s 
skills fail at just the wrong time.

- A schlubby Red Star owes Philip a favor. Ambush Brian and we’ll call it even. Brian 
is forced to take on the attacker alone while Gina, Jennie Lee, and Myrtle have a 
disturbing ladies’ night out. 

- Brian is suspended by The Manager and heads home to see his folks. His visit gets 
complicated after the local Red Star Delivery guy discovers his secret, putting the 
whole family in danger.

- Japan, Part 1: Brian, on thin ice with The Manager, is on the verge of being sent 
to the Architecture Division. Will a trip to the home office/dojo in Japan inspire 
Brian or seal his fate?

- Japan, Part 2: Brian trains harder than ever but Gina ponders a transfer, sending 
him into a tailspin. The Manager confronts the man who took his left eye. 

SOME EPISODE IDEAS FOR 
THE FIRST SEASON...

 Mega COPY




